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ZINC contemporary is pleased to announce a solo exhibition of new acrylic work by
Seattle-based artist John Dempcy. With a BA in Art and his AA in Graphic Design, Dempcy has
fostered a rich visual language of elements and abstractions based on scientific motifs, using
each panel to methodically explore ideas. Drawing from the natural mysteries of the material
world, the artist sources much of his imagery from the Pacific Northwest landscape and his
autodidactic studies of the sciences.



Pressing Matter
John Dempcy
36 x 48” acrylic on panel

Dempcy’s representation of grids and lines simulate the strumming of a chord on the guitar;
the painted lines like the strings of an instrument, brushstrokes interrupting the variant colors,
working back and forth with blues and yellows, reds and greens layering and building emotion
like a musical interlude. Each band signifies a frequency or sound waves that exalts a
synchronous palette.

Before beginning a piece he pores through books filling his mind while examining
microbiology, music, or quantum physics, his art then becomes an imaginative map of transient
discovery. He allows the act of painting to be pre-eminent - threads of ideas developing from a
deeply subconscious place. His method is in tandem with minimalist and process-art, and he
cites inspiration from Washington artist Jaq Chartier.
“I come to my work with ideas I’ve considered or developed and try to realize them in a
painting. It usually fails. There is always a struggle and I find it is often with my ego pressing for
a particular outcome. It is when I surrender my conceit, let the subconscious take over, and just
respond to the paint and color that I find discovery and resolution in a painting.”

Endless Fire
John Dempcy
24 x 18 acrylic ink on panel

“In

its abundant simplicity, there is an overwhelming sense of connectivity between the works,
each presenting a new yet familiar image.” -- Richard Speer, Visual Art Source
Dempcy received the Pollock Krasner Foundation Grant in 2019 a prestigious award dedicated
to 125 artists each year and has established his reputation through exhibitions around the
United States, with his paintings holding residence in numerous private, public, and corporate
collections including Microsoft, the Swedish Medical Group, and the University of Oregon.

More about ZINC contemporary:
ZINC contemporary is a contemporary art gallery that represents artists from the PNW and
beyond with locations in Seattle and Edmonds, WA. Founded and curated by Laura Zeck, ZINC
represents emerging and mid-career artists recognized for their love of color, concept, and
visual storytelling. ZINC has a mission to make women in the art world more visible and
successful and passionately believes that art inspires curiosity and fuels positive change for our
world.

View additional works at ZINCcontemporary.com
ZINC contemporary | 119 Prefontaine Pl S, Seattle, WA 98104 | 206.617.7378 | @ZINCcontemporary
Hours: Thursday - Saturday 10 – 4pm and by appointment
ZINC edmonds | 102 3rd Ave S, Edmonds, WA 98020 | 206.617.7378 | @ZINCedmonds
Hours: Saturday 10-4pm and by appointment

